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LIGHTWEIGHT WHEELS

The JWL standard is a set of specified requirements for alloy wheels. This standard is established by the Japan authorities and it’s required 
for every vehicle in the country. These requirements are amongst the most rigorous in the industry. The letters JWL in the casting of a wheel 
is the certification that it was tested by the manufacturer to respect this standard.
The VIA marking represents the vehicle inspection association in Japan. They are independently testing alloy wheels to insure they are 
congruent to the JWL standard. A tested wheel will be marked with the VIA and JWL letters.

FLOW FORM
TECHNOLOGY is a proce-
dure that makes the material of the wheel 
turn on a mold at high speed and uses 
hydraulic steel rollers to form the wheel 
under great pressure.  This pressure forces 
the metal to take the shape of the mold, 
which creates the form of the wheel.  In 
this process, the metal “flows down” the 
mold, hence the name of the technology, 
creating the width of the wheel. The pres-
sure applied on the wheel changes the 
mechanical properties and the density of 
the metal which increases its strength to 
be similar to that of forged wheels. As a 
general rule, wheels built with Flow Form 
technology are 15% lighter and stronger 
than standard alloy wheels. The wheels are 
then heat treated to finalise the process 
and increase the impact resistance of the 
final product

The Flow Form process 
applies pressure on the inner 
wheel while spinning after 
casting.

This process stretches and 
compresses the aluminum, 
which increases tensile 
strength.

The final product is lighter, 
stronger, has increased 
elongation, and greater 
shock resistance.

CERTIFICATION

Nothing can dramatically affect a vehicle's appearance and performance as much as a set of custom wheels.

https://www.carid.com/rtx-wheels/
https://www.carid.com/custom-wheels.html

